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The Smart Grid Research Group, led by Prof Innocent E 
Davidson, has achieved another milestone by success-
fully designing and installing a hybrid solar-PV grid-tied 
inverter with deep-cycle battery energy storage system 
(BESS) to ensure an uninterruptible and sustainable pow-
er supply to essential and sensitive loads in the Depart-
ment of Electrical Power Engineering (EPE). Solar-PV in-
stallation in university campuses, offices, and industries 
is not new, with either an off-grid or grid-connected op-
tion to meet or augment energy requirements. However, 
the Smart Grid Researchers innovatively crafted a third 
option - a sophisticated hybrid solar-PV system that com-
bines the best of off-grid and grid-connected solar-PV 
systems. Thus, EPE has constant access to electricity, 
even during power outages occasioned by national load 
shedding and poor weather affecting solar power pro-
duction. Since the commissioning and testing of the new 
10kW solar-PV system with a hybrid inverter and battery 
energy storage system, there is no more load shedding 
in the Department of Electrical Power Engineering at any 
time going forward, even if the entire DUT campus or 
grid is down. 

A feasibility study was earlier conducted to determine the 
essential critical load requirement of all EPE offices, and 
the research group members came up with a design not 
just to provide uninterruptable power but also to serve 
the students’ teaching and research purpose. Thus, the 

system is equipped with a computer-based user inter-
face for remote monitoring and data acquisition sys-
tem and analysis for research purposes. Furthermore, 
the EPE Department now runs off-grid, and during 
power outage on the Eskom network, it can feed back 
into the grid after meeting local EPE critical load de-
mand, thus diminishing consumption from Eskom and 
saving DUT lots of money. Since this system is capable 
of feeding power to the grid, this portends the possi-
bility of reducing the cost of electricity through the so-
lar feed-in tariff. Thus, it does not only reduced DUT’s 
energy bill, but the university can earn money or credit 
for feeding processed solar-PV electricity to the grid.

Industrial partners and contractors conducted the 
installation in conjunction with postgrad researchers 
affiliated with the Smart Grid Centre, undergraduate 
BEngTech project students and technical staff.  The in-
stalled hybrid solar system can generate 10kW power 
in the same way as a commonly known grid-tied solar 
system but uses special hybrid inverters and batter-
ies to store energy for later use. This introduces some 
level of uniqueness to the EPE installed system which 
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therefore has the ability to store energy and operate as 
a backup power supply during different events of load 
shedding. Thus, power supply, especially for lighting and 
administrative offices is uninterrupted during load shed-
ding, ensuring smooth operation. 

The Smart Grid Research Centre is committed to reduc-
ing DUT’s carbon footprint and greenhouse gas (GHG) 
emissions by decreasing DUT’s dependence on fossil-fuel 
based electricity production and promoting clean, green 
and renewable energy usage, in support of ENVISION2030 
and the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDGs).

Thus, Power Engineering Dept and the Smart Grid 
Research RFA have demonstrated the commitment 
through this pilot installation. Earlier, a similar 5-kW 
hybrid system was designed and installed for use 
in the new Smart Grid Laboratory. The system is 
modular and scalable. A Large-scale implementa-
tion of this innovative hybrid solar-PV system can 
provide up to 75% of the electricity needs of DUT 
campuses, and lower DUT’s carbon footprint and 
GHG emissions derived from fossil fuel usage. Cost 
recovery is typically less than 3 but not exceeding 5 
years, after which the bulk of our electricity bills can 
be eliminated.



Smart Grid is a Research Focus Area at DUT, led by Dr IE Davidson, Full Professor and Chair, Power Engineering 
Department. The centre engages in research pertaining to the design and development of smart microgrids, inno-
vative renewable energy technologies, and fullscale modernization of the existing electrical power grids - transmis-
sion and distribution networks.

The Research Leader is of the opinion that recurring and persistent load-shedding by the national electric utility 
company Eskom would have an adverse effect on academic activities leading to loss of staff productivity. In his 
remark, Prof IE Davidson proposes that more DUT loads should be taken off the Eskom grid with a campus-wide 
and large-scale installation of the hybrid PV system. He welcomes the replication of this legacy service and solution 
initiative of EPE to the Faculty of Engineering and the Built Environment, the new Student Hub and the entire DUT 
community. 

The next phase is the retrofitting inefficient loads with energy-efficient alternatives, without compromising on the 
quality of service at DUT, thus reducing overall load drastically. Further plans will entail community outreach and 
rural areas, after planning out the associated challenges - safety, security, social stability, project financing, me-
tering and revenue collection, in collaboration with other DUT Centres, such as Urban Futures, Energy Centre and 
Green Engineering RFA. 
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30th SAUPEC CONFERENCE

It is with great pleasure to announce the 30th Southern Africa Universities Power Engineering Conference 
(SAUPEC), will be hosted by DUT’s Department of Electrical Power Engineering, under the General Chair, 
Prof IE Davidson. This IEEE conference will be held at the Durban International Convention Centre Complex. 
The conference will run for 3 days, from the 25th to the 27th of January 2022.  https://www.dut.ac.za/sau-
pec-2022-conference-2/
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